Government of West Bengal
MedinipurSadar Govt. Polytechnic
Vill: Khasjungle; P.O.:Abas, Pin-721102, Dist: Paschim Medinipur

Abridged Notice Inviting Quotation

Sealed quotations are invited from reputed suppliers/ agencies having valid GST registration for supply of training materials for Civil Engg Laboratory, Physics Laboratory & Chemistry Laboratory at MedinipurSadar Government Polytechnic. The list of items will be available from the office of the Principal/ Officer-in-Charge, MedinipurSadar Government Polytechnic on all working days from 10.30 am to 4.30 pm. Last date of submission of the quotation is 05.02.2020, 4pm.

Officer- in Charge
MedinipurSadar Govt. Polytechnic
Paschim Medinipur, West Bengal